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Chapter I  Procedure to Write Introduction

Write the opening paragraph here (if any). The chapter title of the introduction (size 14, bold), written in lowercase except the first letter, is printed parallel to Chapter I without the full stop at the end of the last letter and placed symmetrically (centered) on the page. The main body of the proposed research consists of the introduction, which is the first chapter; the literature review, which is the chapter of the main content chapter of the dissertation; including the research schedule as well as the novelty and originality. The introductory chapter contains at least (details in subchapters) the following:

1. Background and descriptions of the problem;
2. Purposes, objectives, scopes, and limitations of the problem;
3. Statement of problem and research questions;
4. Research approach and methods used;
5. Assumptions;
6. Hypotheses;
7. Novelty and originality.

1.1 How to Write Background

The paragraphs on the dissertation do not contain indentations. Therefore, the first letter of the new paragraph starts from the left margin of the script. Put a blank line of 1.5 spaces and 12-letter size to separate the first line of the new paragraph from the last line of the preceding paragraph.

Do not start a new paragraph on the bottom of the page unless there is enough space for at least two lines. The last line of a paragraph should not be placed on the next new page. Leave the last line at the bottom of the current page. Otherwise, you should have to edit the paragraph to fit in the same page. Paragraph should contains one main idea / thought that composed of several sentences. Therefore, avoid paragraph that consists only one sentence.
I.2 How to Write References

For more than two writers / authors, the first author's name is written, followed by et al., then the year of publication. For example "Kramer et al. (2005) states that hominid tooth fossils have been found by his team in Ciamis. They are the first hominid fossils found in West Java". Moreover, it is acceptable to paraphrase sentences as it can also be written first followed by the citations (Name of Author, Year).

All references listed must be properly referred in the dissertation text, vice versa. The use of footnotes to indicate referrals is strongly discouraged as it has to be described in the dissertation text.

How to write references on sentences that are adapted, are as follows

References written by 1 person: "(Hill, 2007)"

References written by more than two people, accompanied by the referenced page number of the book: "(Baker et al., 1998: 23-25)"

1 reference written by two people: "(Gao and Zhao, 2009)"

2 references with different number of authors: "(Hill, 2007 and Krammer et al., 2005)"

2 references that are written by more than 2 persons: "(Kramer et al, 2005 and Kumai et al., 1985)"

2 references that are written by the same main author, but published at different times: "(Culver et al., 2003a and 2003b)"

More than 2 references: "(Hill, 2007; Kramer et al., 2005; Gao and Zhao, 2009)"

How to write references in the sentence: ". . . research results of Wijaya (1996)"
Chapter II  Procedure to Write Chapters in Dissertation

Each new chapter should start with an odd numbered page. Use the “Page Break” facility in Microsoft word to add a blank page if the last paragraph of a chapter is on the odd page.

The literature review chapter covers the flow of thought and scientific development in the topic of study. Essentially, the research results of a researcher is not a new discovery that stands alone but something that is related to the results of previous researches. The literature review should be elaborating the results of previous researchers with the problems studied by doctorate students in such way that provides an overview of the development of knowledge underlying the writing of dissertations. The literature review shows the expertise of doctorate students in the fundamental science related to the issues reviewed. Therefore, the literature review is NOT a description of common methods and / or basic theoretical that will be used.

The literature review should be arranged in accordance with the order of the development of the knowledge. The literature review also contains reviews of the references and demonstrates why and how the student chooses the topic of study. The literature review can be inserted into the contents of the chapter (in accordance with the requirements of writing and principle in each discipline of science) and should not be written in separate chapter.
Example of image which its size exceeding the left and right margin of the paper

If the title of the figure consists of one line, it should be placed symmetrically (centered) according to the margin of paper that can be printed. If the title of the figure consists of two or more lines, it should be aligned as justifies text. In this case, the second line of the title and so forth is a continuation of the first line. The initial letter writing begins under the first letter on the first line of the title of the figure (use the hanging paragraph facility available in Word Processor). Example of formatting the title of the figure consists of one line is shown in Figure II.1.

Attachments can be tables, figures, etc. which are (considered) as not the main body of the Dissertation. The Appendix MUST BE referred in the dissertation text with the format: "Appendix A". The examples of how to refer the appendices are as followed: Appendix A, Appendix B, Appendix C, Appendix D, Appendix E, and Appendix F.
Chapter III  Procedure to Write Subchapter Etc.

III.1 Please Write down the Title of Subchapter

The title of the chapter can be directly followed by the title of the subchapter. It is not allowed to sequentially write title of the chapter, title of subchapter, and title of sub subchapter. Insert at least 1 (one) paragraph between the title of the chapter and the title of the sub chapter or between title of the sub chapter and title of the sub subchapter.

Example of writing a long equation, the cuts will be done on the sign of arithmetic operation or equal sign. It does not need all the equations to be numbered. The equation number is placed in the lower right corner as follows:

\[
\frac{1}{c} \frac{\partial L(r, \hat{s}, t)}{\partial t} + \hat{s} \cdot \nabla L(r, \hat{s}, t) + (\mu_a + \mu_s) L(r, \hat{s}, t) = \\
\mu_s \int_{\mathbb{S}^{n-1}} L(r, \hat{s}', t) f(\hat{s}', \hat{s}) d\hat{s}' + Q(r, \hat{s}, t), \quad r \in \Omega \subset R^n, \hat{s} \in \mathbb{S}^{n-1} \quad \text{(III.1)}
\]

where:

- \(c\) is the speed of light
- \(r\) is position

and so on.

Write a new paragraph here by adding 1 line space. Each new paragraph should consist of several sentences. The explanation of the symbol used in the equation can be written in the form of sentence e.g. the radiance is represented by the symbol \(L\), \(\hat{s}\) is the vector of light travel and so on or in bullet points.

Examples of short writing are as follows:

\[
L(r_p, \hat{s}, t) = L_0(r_p, \hat{s}, t), (r_p, \hat{s}) \in \partial \Omega \times \mathbb{S}^{n-1}, \text{jika } \hat{s} \cdot \hat{n} < 0 \quad \text{(III.2)}
\]

The continuation sentence, which is not a new paragraph, should be written without adding line space between the equations and the continuation sentence.
Each figure in the dissertation text is numbered and should be referred to the body text of the dissertation. Figure III.1 shows examples of the formatting the title of the figure with a description of components a, b, and c in the figure.

Figure III.1 Example of the title of the figure that has several parts (a) the first subfigure title, (b) the second subfigure title, and (c) the third subfigure title.

Examples of short table title and figure format are shown in Table III.1:

Table III.1 The value of objective function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Object</th>
<th>Objective Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.44x10^{-6}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.90x10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.87x10^{-5}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III.2 The Condition of rice in North Sumatra in 3 years (1969 - 1971) (Last name of author, Year)*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Rice production (Tonnes)</th>
<th>Rice Consumption(a) (Tonnes)</th>
<th>Import of Rice(b) (Tonnes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td>676.60</td>
<td>731.75</td>
<td>70.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>691.65</td>
<td>748.87</td>
<td>40.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
<td>755.56</td>
<td>789.10</td>
<td>46.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(a\). People Agriculture Office, North Sumatera Province.

\(b\). Export-import realization and list of export of goods development of North Sumatra, the North Sumatra Province Ministry of Trade representatives, page 14.

* Note: if the table is quoted from a paper or book then it is necessary to write the name of the author / writer, agency, or other sources.
Chapter IV  Example of Formatting Title of Subchapter Which Consists of More than One Line

The title of the chapter cannot be directly followed by the title of the subchapter, there must at least a paragraph explaining the whole chapter (you have to insert the sentence between the title of the chapter and the title of subchapter). Insert at least 1 (one) paragraph between the title of the chapter and the title of the sub chapter.

IV.1 Example of Writing Subchapter Which Consists Words of More than One Line

Examples of title of chapters and subchapters that consist of more than one line are shown in the chapter titles IV and chapter IV.1. The last line of the title of the chapter shall not be directly followed by the title of sub chapter (without inserting the sentence between the title of chapter and the title of sub chapter). Moreover it is not allowed to sequentially write the title of chapter, the title of sub chapter, and the title of sub subchapter without inserting the sentence between those three. Insert at least 1 (one) paragraph between title of the sub chapter and title of the sub subchapter.

IV.1.1 Example of Numbering and Locating Title of Sub subchapter

Write new paragraph here after inserting 1 line space. Each new paragraph should consist of several sentences.

IV.1.2 Example of Numbering and Locating Title of Sub subchapter

Tulislah paragraf baru disini dengan terlebih dahulu memberi 1 spasi. Setiap paragraf baru sebaiknya terdiri atas beberapa kalimat.

IV.1.3 Example of Numbering and Locating Title of Sub subchapter

Write new paragraph here after inserting 1 line space. Each new paragraph should consist of several sentences.

Figure IV.1 shows an example of formatting the title of a graph, which is still expressed as a figure. This is due to the dissertation guide book which is stated that
The term figure includes figures; illustrations; graphs; diagrams; floor plans; maps; charts; monograms; flow charts; and portraits. The figure should be printed on the paper used for the script (dissertation). Original figure should be made with printer or plotter or similar quality printers. The letters, numbers, and other punctuation marks used in the figure should be clear. Meanwhile, Figure IV.2 shows examples of reference in writing on the figure quoted from papers or books, so the name of the writer / author, agency, or other sources needs to be cited.

Figure IV.1 The relationship between dried weight straw and Cu straw wheat plant that be planted at two experimental temperature for 6 weeks.
Figure IV.2 The separation of two dimensions of phospholipid essence from human erythrocytes. Solvent: chloroform - methanol - light oil - water (8: 8: 6: 1) in the first dimension and acetone - chloroform - methanol - water (8: 6: 2: 2: 1) in the second dimension (Last name of author, Year).

These are examples of abbreviations writing in dissertation. These are some of abbreviations that included in the abbreviations and symbols list e.g. High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC), Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), and Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR).
Chapter V  Conclusion

This chapter contains elaborations and details of conclusions written on the abstract. Suggestions for further study and practical implication of Doctoral student work can be written in this chapter.
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## Example of Research Timeline

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year/Year</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Year/month</th>
<th>Activities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year I</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Literature Review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Qualification Examination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Field Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Preparation and seeking for field Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5-6</td>
<td>Laboratory Analysis Method 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7-8</td>
<td>Laboratory Analysis Method 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9-10</td>
<td>Laboratory Analysis Method 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Synthesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
<td>Publication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td>Studio Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix B Example of Research Timeline (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Year/month</th>
<th>YEAR I</th>
<th>YEAR II</th>
<th>YEAR III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Activities</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5 6</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
<td>1 2 3 4 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Progress Seminar 1/2/3/4</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>International Journal: accepted</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Writing Dissertation Draft</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Closed Examination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Doctoral Promotion Defence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *) = If there any field activities; **) = If there any laboratory analysis using various methods
Appendix C Please Write the Title of the Appendix

C1. Please Write the Title of the Sub Appendix
Write a new paragraph here by adding 1 line single space. Each new paragraph should consist of several sentences.

C2. Please Write the Title of the Sub Appendix
Write a new paragraph here by adding 1 line single space. Each new paragraph should consist of several sentences.

Note: The Appendix may consist of several pieces. The appendix may contain additional notes; formula derivation; calculation examples; raw research data; etc., which, if incorporated into the body of the dissertation will interfere the explanation smoothness in the body of the dissertation. Each appendix is numbered in the capital letters of the Latin alphabets A, B, C, ... and so on. The appendix is preceded by a page containing only the word APPENDICES (size 14, bold) in the middle of the page and given the page number. The appendix can be tables, figures, and so on which (is considered) not a major part of the dissertation. The appendix MUST be referred in the dissertation body with the format e.g. "Appendix A".
Appendix D Example of Margin for Odd Pages (if the Dissertation Document is Printed Both Sides)

Note: The above illustration is not an actual measure. Author can use thicker paper if needed, for example: if a printout looms into the back of the paper.
Appendix E Example of Margin for Even Pages (if the Dissertation Document is Printed on Both Sides)

Paper A4 (210 mm x 297 mm), HVS 80 gsm

Note: The above illustration is not an actual measure.
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